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Introduction
When the sexiest girl you have ever met walks into a room and asks you and your friend "Pussy or
Ass?" the only intelligent response is "Both!"

Adult Review
Double Penetration used to be the gold standard for extreme smut. A girl who was willing to open wide with both holes at
once so a pair of stuntcocks could duel along side her taint was considered championship quality material. These days DP is
becoming much more common and it seems to be taking the business by storm.
  
  As attitudes toward sexuality begin to loosen a bit so do the sphincters and labia of the wonderful whores who show up on
camera to offer you a look at their most intimate acts. Finally there is a site that captures these episodes and provides them to
you in rich detail.
  
  Each and every video episode is provided in multiple formats for both dialup friendly and broadband enhanced download.
Also, none of the movies use any kind of DRM coding so as soon as you download it the clip becomes yours to keep. Lastly,
the site does a good job of providing extensive picture sets for each video clip that can be downloaded and enjoyed at your
leisure. 
  
  On top of all that you also get access to every website on the list to the right side of this review absolutely free with your
membership! That is hundreds of hours of top quality smut all provided to you for a very low price.
  
  If you want to watch the world's most extreme bedroom performers take on two massive men at a time with barely an inch
of skin stretched between their giant cocks then this is a site you must add to your membership portfolio!

Porn Summary
With so much cock crammed in their bottom two holes it is amazing to see that they are able to film these videos without
having some emergency paramedics on hand in case of a sudden rip or tear.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'I give this site (and these women) two cocks up.... straight up!'
Quality: 89  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 80 Interface: 82
Support: 79 Unique: 81    Taste: 83        Final: 83

Porn Sites Included
Load My Mouth (91) ,Swallow Me POV (90) ,Swallow Squirt (90) ,Bruno B Reloaded (89) ,Cover My Face (88) ,Deep In
Cream (88) ,Feet Frenzy (87) ,Sperm Cocktail (86) ,Real Squirt (85) ,Bang Me Boys (84) ,Flirty Pussy (84) ,Heavenly
Knockers (84) ,Hardcore Gangstas (83) ,Girly Gang Bang (83) ,Fuck That Asian (82) ,The Lucky Man (80) ,I Love It Black
(80) ,Lex Steele (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Anal, Ass to Mouth, Big Cocks, Exclusive, Extreme, Group Sex, Hardcore, PornStars, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
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Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 79
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